The dynamical correlation functions for the 1-D quantum sine-Gordon system with g2=47l" are investigated analytically (g2 is the quantum parameter). Following a microscopic approach using the fermibose relation, general expressions valid at all temperatures are derived. The high and low temperature limits of the correlation functions are given explicitly.
Since the pioneering work of Krumhansl and Schrieffer ' ) for the ¢4 model, there has been a considerable interest in the nonlinear excitations arising in the condensed matter physics. Especially, the one-dimensional (1-D) sine-Gordon system has been investigated for treating nonlinear excitations in the charge density wave systems,2) the magnetic spin systems 3 ) and the 1-D electron systems. 4 ) The dynamical correlation functions of the onedimensional sine:Gordon system are important since these reveal detailed information about the excitation spectrum of the system. For a clas-. sical system, these were calculated in literature 3 ), 5) by extending the phenomenological approach of Ref. 1). For the quantum system, Takayama and Maki 6 ) evaluated the above functions using a semiclassical approach.
The purpose of this paper is to derive microscopically the dynamical correlation functions for the 1-D quantum sine-Gordon system with a particular value of the quantum parameter g2=4Jr. We use the fermion representation of the boson fields, which has already been employed in literature.7)-9)
We start with the following 1-D quantum sineGordon system:
where ¢(x) and p(x) are, respectively, a Bose field and its canonical conjugate momentum. Further (ao )1{2 and g are the bare mass and the quantum parameter of the field, respectively.
The quantity ¢(x) is related to the atomic dis-. placement.
We restrict ourselves to g2=4Jr, in which case (1) can be transformed into a massive free fermion model Hamiltonian:
where ¢, and ¢2 are fermion fields and mo= a,aOC /4Jr(c: the lattice constant; a, ~ 0(1)). Using the momentum space operators, aj.k defined as where Ek=(k 2 +mo 2 )1{2. First we will discuss the correlation function defined as
which is related to the displacement of the atoms. In order to calculate r(x, t), we use the fermion representation of the boson field
where fi is the fermion number density operator and its expectation value is zero in the present case. After a tedious but straightforward algebra, we get (11) We note that the long-distance or the long·time behaviors of r(x, t) are ·determined by the smallq behavior of C(q). Using this property at finite temperature (T=I=O), we obtain Combining (9) and (12) and doing the q-summation first, we get
If one takes solitons and antisolitons coming in the classical sine-Gordon system as the noninteracting classical relativistic particles with energy Ek and considers an ensemble of these particles randomly distributed in space, the expression for r(x, t) is rc(x, t)= ~jix-vtl{ns(kHna(k)}dk, (14) where ns<a)(k)( cx exp(-/3Ek» is the soliton (aritisolit~n) density with momentum k. We note that at low temperatures Eq. (13) where vo=(2T/Jrmo)'12 is the thermal velocity of the particle. At high temperature (mo~ T~Jr/c) we can neglect the mass term and obtain This correlation function is also known as the dynamical form factor and is related to the Xray, electron or neutron scattering experiments. By doing the cumulant expansion of (17) we obtain (19) where :T is the ordering operator which always arranges qS(x, t) on the left side of qS (0, 0) and the subscript c means that we have to keep the connected diagrams with respect to Fermi-operators. We will only study the long (x, t) behavior of S(x, t). At finite temperature we obtain 
T r(x, t)"""-T[lx-tl+lx+tll

An=<:T(qS(x, t)-qS(O, OW>c, (18)
where
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We note that each odd term of {An} vanishes.*) Therefore we only discuss the even terms. Omitting the suffix j, Pn 
where {b2P.I} are expansion coefficients of These satisfy the recurrence relation:
with initial values bo,o = 2, b2.0 = 1, b2.1 = -2.
First few terms and the last term of {C2n,J} are given by
Here we note that pBI = Pi-:2 since 9 = II (1-II)
= 12(1-12). In this way we finally obtain
*) It is not so for the system with C\ misfit parameter. This problem will be discussed separately.
Let us estimate S(X, t) for the high and low temperature regions. At low temperatures 11"""-0 and 12"'< 1 and the higher order terms of 9 give small contributions of order exp[ -2mo/ T]. Then we get
This is what one would have expected from the classical system,3),5) since r can be replaced by re if contribution of the above noted order are ignored. At high temperatures, the mass term can be neglected which causes A2n (n ~ 2) to vanish. Then we get
For the case of the double-well potential (¢ 4_ theory) Krumhansl and Schrieffer l ) derived the dynamical correlation function on the basis of the kink-gas phenomenology and this approach was extended by Mikeska 3 ) and Maki 5 ) for the classical sine-Gordon system. For the quantum sineGordon system, Takayama and Maki 6 ) have used the semiclassical approach to derive the correlation functions. Our equation (27) has been derived microscopically using the fermi-bose relation .. It may be mentioned that Eq. (27) is quite different from Eq. (35) of Ref. 6) although at low temperatures the main term of both equations is identical. *) Next we calculate the low and high temperature limits of the dynamical form factor defined as At low temperatures, using the asymptotic. form (15) of r(x, n in (28) and (30), we obtain
where nu( 121) is particle density in the upper band (hold density in the lower band). 
Here we note that one can derive the high temperature results (16), (29) and (32a, b) by using (1) with ao=O. In summary, we have studied the 1-D quantum sine-Gordon system with a particular value of the quantum parameter. We have used the fermion representation of the boson field il). order to calculate the dynamical correlation functions. Our general expressions are valid at all temperatures. The limiting forms of the functions at high and low temperatures have been given explicitly. At low temperatures our expressions are similar to . the ones for the classical system obtained by using a kink-gas phenomenology and also to those for the quantum system derived by using a semiclassical approach. This work is supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
